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Lesson Plans

 
•  Photographs support and extend the text

•  Illustrations support the story
•  Line breaks between paragraphs

Reading strategies •  Comparing and contrasting
•  Making inferences about a character

Text features
Nadif’s New Life
 
Gasari’s Herd

•  Identifying the vowel digraph “oy” as in destroyed
•  Identifying the vowel digraph “er” as in her and herd

Phonics

Content vocabulary Africa  belonged  bombs  brave  city  computer  crocodiles  
destroyed  discover  elephant  English  exploring  family  
fearless  fighting  friend/s/ly  frightened  Gasari  gun  jungle  
killed  library  life  lions  market  refugee camp  river  scared  
school  stores  soccer  Somalia  survive  thatched  village

Gasari’s Herd is a narrative about an elephant whose herd 
is captured by humans, leaving Gasari all alone. One day, 
she saves a young elephant’s life and is welcomed into a 
new herd by the young elephant’s family.

Running words: 420
Text type: Narrative

Nadif ’s New Life recounts the story 
of a Somalian boy who loses his 
family in a war. He begins a new 
life in the US.

Running words: 707
Text type: Personal narrative

Early Fluent
reading stage 

Level I (16)

Common Core State Standards

 Reading literature
2.RL.2  Recount stories, including fables and folktales from 
diverse cultures, and determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral.
Informational texts
2.RI.6  Identify the main purpose of a text, including what the 
author wants to answer, explain, or describe.
Foundational skills
2.RF.4c  Use context to confirm or self-correct word 
recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Writing
2.W.5  With guidance and support from adults and peers, 
focus on a topic and strengthen writing as needed by revising 
and editing.
Speaking and listening
2.SL.2  Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read 
aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
Language
2.L.1e  Use adjectives and adverbs, and choose between them 
depending on what is to be modified.



Lesson 2 Gasari’s HerdLesson 1 Nadif’s New Life

Before reading
Getting ready to read
Support the students in activating their prior knowledge. 
Say: In some parts of the world children live where there is a war 
nearby. This would make their lives very difficult. Ask: Have you 
seen stories on the news about children who live in regions where 
there is a war? What would it be like living there? How would you 
feel? What might happen? Discuss students’ responses. 

Vocabulary building
Say: We are going to read a book about a boy who moves from Somalia 
to the USA. What feelings might he experience? What things might be 
new for the boy? During the discussion, list some content words 
from the book (Somalia, scared, family, refugee camp, village, city, etc).

Introducing the book
Give each student a copy of Nadif ’s New Life and have them 
read the title and the first paragraph on page 2. Ask: What do 
the title and the first paragraph tell you about Nadif? If necessary, 
provide some additional information about Somalia. Have 
students prepare for reading by thinking and talking about 
the book with your support. Discuss the photographs. Ask: 
What did you notice about Nadif ’s life in the first part of the book, 
up to page 11? What can you say about the house Nadif lived in? 
What do you notice about his life now?

During reading
Ask each student to read the text independently. Monitor 
the students as they read and support them where 
appropriate. If necessary, ask the students to stop reading 
and remind them to use the reading strategies you are 
focused on. For example, are the students comparing and 
contrasting information? Ask: What was Nadif ’s life like in his 
village? What is the same or different about his life now?

After reading

Talking about the book
Have the students talk about the book. Promote discussion 
by choosing questions that are appropriate for your 
students. Ask them to support their thinking by referring 
to the photographs and the text in the book.
What happened to make Nadif leave his village? (Literal)
In what ways did Nadif ’s life change from the beginning of the book 
to the end? (Inferential)
How do you feel about what happened to Nadif? If you could talk  
with Nadif, what questions would you ask him? (Synthesizing)
How would the author have found out about Nadif ’s story? Do you 
think this is a story that lots of people should hear about? Why? 
(Critical)

Reviewing reading strategies
Encourage students to identify what they did to help 
themselves as readers. Ask: What are some of the things you 
did that helped you make sense of this book? If appropriate, 
comment on how well the students were able to compare 
and contrast Nadif ’s former and present life. For example, 
you could say: I noticed how you were thinking about what is the 
same and different about Nadif ’s life now that he lives in the US.

ELL support

•   Photographs match the written text.
•   Content vocabulary is supported by the context.
•   The title reflects the content.

Returning to the book
Provide multiple opportunities for the students to reread 
and interact with the book – with teacher support, with 
a partner, and independently. Choose activities that are 
appropriate for your students.

Developing fluency
Students could practice reading the text fluently. Say: Try 
to make your voice sound smooth, as if you are Nadif talking about 
your life. 

Word work 
Phonemic awareness and phonics
Write the word destroyed on a chart. Say: What sounds can 
you hear in this word? Underline the letters “oy” in this word. 
Say: What other words do you know that have these letters and this 
sound in them? Students could talk about this with a partner 
and then make a group list (enjoy, boy, toy, foyer, annoy, etc).

Exploring words
Make a list of words from the text that are challenging for 
your students (e.g. refugee, village, fearless, brave, destroyed, 
etc). Discuss the meaning of each word. Ask students to 
reread the text and to make a list of five words they found 
challenging. Students could then take turns with a partner 
explaining the meaning of each word on their list.

Writing
Discuss Nadif ’s life with the students. Ask: What was Nadif ’s 
life like in his village in Somalia before the war? What was his life 
like in the USA? Students could write about Nadif ’s life 
before war broke out in Somalia and then write about his 
life after he moved to the US.

Sharing and presenting
Students could take turns to read their writing  
to the group.

Before reading

Getting ready to read
Support the students in activating their prior knowledge. 
Show the students a picture of an elephant. Say: Female (girl) 
elephants live in groups with their mothers and aunts and other young 
elephants. These groups are called herds. Why do you think elephants 
live in herds? Make it clear that they look after the babies, 
and each other. Ask: What might happen to an elephant if she lost 
her herd? Discuss.

Vocabulary building
Write the words Gasari, elephant, herd, fearless, brave, 
adventurous, exploring, and jungle on a chart. Say: We are going 
to read a book about an elephant called Gasari. Gasari is brave, 
fearless, and adventurous. She loves exploring the jungle.

Introducing the book
Give each student a copy of Gasari’s Herd and have the 
students read the title. Say: In this story, something very bad 
happens to the herd, or family, that Gasari belongs to. Turn 
to pages 6 and 7. Say: What is happening here? Direct the 
students to look at Gasari hiding behind the trees. Ask: How 
might Gasari be feeling? I wonder how Gasari will survive without 
the herd for support. Have the students prepare for reading by 
thinking and talking about the book with your support.

During reading
Ask each student to read the text independently. Monitor 
the students as they read and support them where 
appropriate. If necessary, remind them to use the reading 
strategies you are focused on. For example, are the students 
making inferences about Gasari? You could ask: How did 
Gasari feel when her herd was taken away? How did she feel when 
she was asked to join a new herd?

After reading

Talking about the book
Have the students talk about the book. Promote discussion 
by choosing questions that are appropriate for your 
students. Ask them to support their thinking by referring  
to the illustrations and the text in the book.
What happened to Gasari’s herd? (Literal)
Why was it important for Gasari to be part of a herd? (Inferential)
When Gasari lost her herd she felt totally alone. She felt as though 
she did not belong. Have you ever felt like you did not belong? Explain. 
(Synthesizing)
Although the book is about elephants, could a similar story happen  
to a person? Explain what you mean. (Critical)

Reviewing reading strategies
Encourage students to identify what they did to help 
themselves as readers. Ask: Can you find a place in the book  
where you worked out a problem? What strategies did you use?

ELL support

•   The main character is introduced on the first page.
•   The illustrations support and extend the  

written text.

After students have read both Nadif ’s New Life and Gasari’s 
Herd, ask: What does it mean to belong to a group? Do you think 
it is important to have a place where you feel you belong? 

Students could talk with a partner about places where 
they feel they belong. 

Synthesizing: Talk about the pair

Returning to the book
Provide multiple opportunities for the students to reread 
and interact with the book – with teacher support, with 
a partner, and independently. Choose activities that are 
appropriate for your students.

Developing fluency
Students could work in small groups to present a readers’ 
theater of Gasari’s Herd. Encourage the students to adjust 
their voices, depending on whether they are the narrator 
or a character. Say: Help the audience understand the story by 
changing your voice when you change roles.

Word work 
Phonemic awareness and phonics
Write on the board the words from the book that have  
the /er/ sound (returned, turned, her, herd). Ask: What sound do 
these words all have? What different combinations of letters represent 
this sound? Underline the letters. Students could then look 
through other familiar texts to find more words to add to 
the /er/ list. (Note the difference in sound of the /er/ in herd 
to the “er” in a word such as teacher, where “er” makes the 
“schwa” vowel sound.)

Exploring words
Students could fold a piece of paper into thirds and write 
the headings, Young Gasari, Gasari alone, and Gasari in 
her new herd. In each column, students could write words 
that describe Gasari and her feelings during these different 
phases of her life.

Writing
Students could draw Gasari at different times during the 
story. Above each picture, students could draw thought 
bubbles and write the feelings that Gasari was experiencing 
in each bubble.

Sharing and presenting
Students could share their writing with a partner.

Key concepts
•   Most people belong to a group of 

people who have things in common.
•   Sometimes people join new groups.
•   Different groups of people do some 

things differently to other groups.

Key concepts
•   Some animals live in herds.
•   Sometimes an animal leaves its herd  

to join another herd.
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Assessment
Is the student able to write about episodes from a book?
Is the student able to sequence events from a recount?

Cut out the pictures below and write about each photograph. Then paste them on a strip 
of paper in the correct sequence.

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

Retrace Nadif’s steps

      ✂

Activity card

Feeling alone or feeling like  
you belong …
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1. On a large sheet of paper, draw a T-chart with the headings:

Feeling alone Feeling like you belong

2.  Cut out the pictures, symbols, words, and phrases below and paste them on your  
chart under the appropriate heading.

3. Add your own words, symbols, or pictures.

4. Talk about your chart with a friend.

War

Scared

Happy SafeSad

Peace

  ✂
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